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A Photo Injector Test Facility is under construction at DESY Zeuthen �PITZ� within a cooperation of BESSY�
DESY� MBI� and TUD� The aim is to develop and operate an optimized photo injector for future free electron
lasers and linear accelerators� First operation of the rf�gun is planned for late autumn ����� In this paper we want
to outline the scienti�c goals� the planned and existing hardware� the status of the project and new developments�

�� Goals

The scienti�c goal of the project is to operate a
test facility for rfguns and photo injectors in or
der to optimize injectors for di�erent applications
like free electron lasers� production of �at beams
for linear colliders and polarized electron sources�
We will make comparisons of detailed experimen
tal results with simulations and theoretical pre
dictions� At the beginning we will concentrate
on the development of an optimized photo injec
tor for the subsequent operation at the TESLA
Test Facility  Free Electron Laser �TTFFEL�
���� This also includes the test of new developed
components like the laser� cathodes and beam di
agnostics under realistic conditions� After the
installation of a booster cavity we will be able
to test new concepts for the production of �at
beams���� On a longer term basis we plan to in
vestigate the design of polarized electron sources�

�� Setup

The experimental setup is shown in �gure �� In
the future� the teststand will be complemented by
more diagnostics� beam optical components and
a booster cavity�
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Figure �� Experimental setup of PITZ in the start�
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�� Schedule and Status

In September ���� it was decided to built the
test facility in DESY Zeuthen� Now the raw con
struction work is mainly �nished and soon we will
start the installation of the test stand itself and
all the other equipment� We plan to have the �rst
rf inside the gun cavity in November and the �rst
photoelectrons are scheduled for January �

��
A major upgrade of the test stand will take place
mid �

� when a booster cavity will be installed�



�

�� Laser Development

The MaxBornInstitute develops the photo
cathode laser for PITZ� Besides the former re
quirements for the TTF photocathode laser sys
tem ��� a new request on the logitudinal shape of
the micropulses will be realized by the MBI� the
micropulses should have a �attop pro�le� ��

ps FWHM� with rising and trailing edges shorter
than � ps� This requires a new laser concept
which is shown in �gure �� The key element is
the opticalparametric ampli�er �OPA�� It pro
vides large ampli�cation bandwidth and therefore
allows for the ampli�cation of pulses with sharp
edges� A grating combination will be used for
programming the shape of the micropulses� Wave
front deformations will be corrected by computer
controlled optics� An extended version of the �eld
tested TTF photocathode laser will serve as a
pump laser for the OPA� In the beginning it will
be used to produce the �rst photoelectrons� Then
a continual upgrade to the full laser system fol
lows�

Figure �� Scheme of the photocathode laser for the
generation of micropulses with variable shape�

�� Simulations

One goal of TEMF at TU Darmstadt is the nu
merical study of the minimum attainable trans
verse and longitudinal emittance as a function of
rfgun parameters� Figure � presents a simulation
that takes into account space charge and nonlin
ear rf forces� It shows that the main part of the
transverse emittance is caused by the emission
process and that the evolution of the emittance

for the �rst and the second half of the bunch is
opposite� The behaviour of the projected emit
tance seems to be a result of the rf �eld e�ects
and MAFIA TS� and ASTRA��� are shown to be
in good agreement� An other topic for TEMF
is the development and installation of an online
simulation program �Vcode� ��� that is based on
a model of ensembles� It will help to obtain an on
line understanding of the dynamics of the beam�
At DESY an ASTRA simulation with a cutted
disk structure booster cavity was performed� This
cavity provides an average gradient of � ���	
MV�m and boosts the beam up to about �
 MeV�
According to that simulation emittances in the
submmmrd regime can be obtained�

Transverse Emittance In FEL RF-Gun
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Figure �� Development of transverse emittance in
the rf�gun�
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